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Rosco’s Dual-Vision™ XC Continuous Automotive Event Recorder with New
Third Camera Option To Be Available April 1st, 2013

Dual-Vision™ XC, the latest generation in Rosco’s Continuous Automotive Event Recorders,
gives fleet managers a tool to reinforce proper driving habits throughout their fleet while
helping to keep drivers compliant with laws banning distracted driving behavior.

Queens, NY (PRWEB) January 18, 2013 -- Rosco, Inc., an automotive vision safety leader in backup camera
systems, automotive windshield based camera recording, and rearview interior/exterior mirrors, announced
today that its popular Dual-Vision™ XC Continuous Automotive Event Recorder will be available with an
option for a third camera on April 1, 2013. Ideal for buses, trucks, limousines and all fleets, the third recording
camera can be installed anywhere inside or outside the vehicle. Dual-Vision™ XC, the latest generation in
Rosco’s continuous dual video recording devices, gives fleet managers a tool to reinforce proper driving habits
throughout their fleet while helping to keep drivers compliant with laws banning distracted driving behavior.
By adding a third camera, Dual-Vision XC now becomes a more powerful recording device to capture
passengers deep into the vehicle compartment, or record reverse backup and other mission critical operations.

“Over the past 5 years, Rosco has become the leader in windshield based automotive event recorders through its
ability to offer a continuous and event video-based solution with no monthly fees,” said Peter Plate, Rosco’s
Director of Sales & Marketing. “Rosco continues to invest in its products and services, resulting in new
innovations that focus on preventing risky driving behavior and protecting fleets from false insurance claims.”

The new Dual-Vision™ XC Continuous Automotive Event Recorder is now available with 160+ hours of
continuous video recording capability and a smaller windshield footprint. The Dual-Vision™ XC mounts on
the inside windshield and provides a clear 310° degree view of both the exterior and interior of the vehicle.

With more emphasis on driver behavior and data collection, it has become increasingly important for
companies and fleet managers to monitor their employees’ driving habits. The Rosco Dual-Vision™ XC has
the capacity to correct unsafe driver behavior through its ability to continuously record video and provide
instant driver feedback.

Rosco is a leading manufacturer of rearview mirrors, backup camera systems and continuous automotive event
recorders offering a wide selection of products designed to improve the safety for drivers, passengers and
pedestrians.

About Rosco, Inc. - Rosco, Inc. is North America's largest bus mirror manufacturer, and a vision safety leader
in rearview cameras, automotive windshield based camera recording, rearview interior/exterior mirrors and sun
visors in numerous bus, truck, specialty, recreational and military vehicle markets. Founded in Manhattan, New
York in 1907 as a safety product manufacturer for the automotive and aeronautical markets, Rosco moved to its
current location in Queens, New York in 1964. Over 100 years later, the company is the largest supplier of
mirror and camera systems to the North American bus, truck, military, and insurance markets, selling to all
major OEMs and parts distributors including Navistar/IC Corp., Freightliner/Thomas Built, Blue Bird, AM
General and insurance companies like National Interstate and Lancer.
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Contact Information
Tony Pereira
Rosco, Inc
http://www.roscovision.com
800-227-2095 140

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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